ABSTRACT. Let conditions for the inversion of p regarded as a measure on //A using essentially ideas of L. Gross [7] , However this method allows one to obtain such a formula only for G bounded and continuous on H. , which is a proper subclass of the G's required.
To circumvent the problem we have to use essentially the notion of À-family introduced by J. Kuelbs and V. Mandrekar [13] , which exhibits the detailed structure of the probability measure p on //. which is actually supported on B.
In Part I, such an inversion formula is obtained for any Banach space with Schauder basis.
Our initial objective in Part II is to prove a theorem which generalizes Theorem 4 of L. Gross [7] in his form. For this purpose we will need to restrict ourselves to Orlicz space Ea of real sequences since in this case the form of the characteristic functional of a Gaussian measure is known (see [13] PNyi-) = ißk(Mbk). (ii) ip : t £ (0, oo)S is a X-family as t -> oo of probability measures on B;
(iii) p => p on H± as t -> oo where p is a probability measure on B.
I ben p => p on B as t -* oo.
Proof. Let \t S be a sequence in (0, oo) such that / -> oo as 72 -► oo. Then then Px x piF) = 1. = f(fB eit(y-s)*dpis))(fB Gifit)x)e"tf{t)(y-X)K dvix)j\ dPxiy).
We note that e11^'3"1 e_z'^(')(y,x' Gifit)x) is jointly measurable since it is a product of a jointly measurable function of s, x and y with a || " || "-continuous and (1.4.18) we get lim ^ ß. = 0 which completes the proof. Then zVA = /-and we shall assume without loss of generality that cl(s) = s. and the proof will be completed as soon as we show T is well defined, that is, We know (Lemma 2.1.2) that E a is a Borel subset of BA and the || ' |L-topology is stronger than || ' ||A-topology on £ a. Hence it follows that H. is a subset of E a. We now identify //. with H. and prove the following lemma.
2.1.5. Lemma. Every a-operator T on E is a trace class operator on H..
Proof.
Since T is an a-operator on £a we get S°l. a(t..) < oo which implies Í/..I £ S a, and since A = i A. S £ S a it foil ows [21, Theorem 3, p. 82] that 2°!., X.t.. is finite.
Observe that trace,, T = X°°_, A.Z.., which is finite, hence
T is a trace class operator on H. . 2. In this section we prove a theorem which gives a class of inversion formulae for a probability measure on the space £a extending some work of L. Gross in [7] .
Let P\(') be the product probability measure on /, the space of all real We now put another condition on a, and prove the following lemma to reduce then P x p(F) = 1 where p is a probability measure on H .
Proof. Similar to Lemma 4.1 of [13].
Let p be a probability measure on B, then p can be regarded as a probability measure on Hx. Let ifi be the cf. of p when p is regarded as a probability measure on Hx; then if/iy) = f el(y-x)dpix) for all y £ H* Now if/ is a function defined on H C B , and we would like to extend if/ to be defined on ß .
For each x £ H x, (y, x) is defined on B a.e. P., and is equal to y(x) with p measure one for each y 6 //.. We call r J"a ¡* z~i=".i" "" u* "," u""" r *'(y.*)" e!(y'xr^) (yeB*) the extension of if/ to B . Clearly on //. we have /" el dpix) =
f" e Vp(x) = if/iy). Since p is actually defined on B we have J" e'{y'x)~dpix) = f ei{y-x)"dp(x) a.e. PA.
But (y, x) = (y, x) for all x e B, y e B , hence (3.2.8) / eiiy'x)Xdpix) = J" ei{y-x)dpix) = <p(y) a. 
